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The advice will change as the disease progresses.  
The purpose of this presentation is to explain the roles of the different organization 
and to provide help for you during this difficult time.  
There are still a large number of unknowns and the vet profession is doing what it can 
to help protect workers and clients whilst still providing a service.  
BVA have just launched a guidance note to help practices navigate through the maze 
of issues of which clients or cases to see and how to provide a service and remain 
within government guidelines.  
RCVS have updated their FAQ to include a wide range of new questions.  
SPVS continue to work and collate veterinary opinion via the Discussion List and 
provide practical guidance to help members and non members.  
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The Government has closed the majority of businesses with the exception of a a list 
of businesses which they deem essential to maintain. Vets are classed as essential 
businesses and are allowed to open to provide services. 
However achieving that within government guidelines on social distancing is 
challenging. This has resulted in changes how vet practices work.  
In order to provide the service triaging of cases is expected and a delay of less urgent 
cases. BVA has helped categorise Emergency/ Urgent /Work that can be dealt with by 
phone/ remotely and work that can be safely delayed. This advice is restricted for the 
first 3 weeks of the movement restriction period and will be reviewed if this time 
period is extended.  
Farm vets are key workers and as such have access to schooling for children and are 
expected to work relatively normally whilst managing social distancing.   
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The most recent general guidance from RCVS and BVA is cited here. These form the 
reference points for what vets should or should not do in practice.  
The professional bodies fully expect that not all areas can be covered off in any 
written document and vets are asked to risk assess and make sensibly judgements 
that balance the need of client, animal and work within the confines of government 
legislation.  
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BVA have published a document that explains in more detail how practices can help 
prioritise and manage work loads.  
As the C)VID 19 epidemic progresses and improves and greater capacity is found 
within practices to deal with cases efficiently there may be scope to include more pre 
planned procedures especially if they will develop into welfare problems with longer 
term delay.  
More detail will be provided in the weekly BVA Webinars held at midday on Sunday.  
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BCVA have provided clear and specific advice on COVID 19 and how best to manage 
farm work on a more day to day basis 
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4 basic operational options exist for practices ranging from keeping the practice fully 
open for all services through to complete closure of a premises/ practice. Each option 
has its merits and it is advisable for contingency planning is put in place as it may well 
be that a practice plans to remain open but may need to close temporarily due to 
illness. Equally it may be more economic to close and furlough staff than remain open 
if the volume of the work does not justify remaining open.  
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If you do decide to close a practice at short notice there are specific guidelines issued 
by RCVS on how to do this. Contingency planning is the key to ensure this works 
successfully.  
Closing all premises in a multi site practice may not be advisable as all the staff are 
then in one place. Spreading the workload may be more sensible.  
Advance planning is the key. 
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Another option is partial closure. Clinical work is referred to a neighbouring or 
another site within the same group. Phones are taken and triaging/ teleconsulting/ 
pharmacy dispensing is performed by skeleton staffing  
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Planned closure is a practical solution for some practices.  
Professional advice will be required regarding furloughing and how best to achieve 
this successfully. This allows staff to be laid off and remunerated.  
Further work is being conducted by Peter Gripper,  Anval Ltd reviewing the relative 
costs and benefits of each of these options for an average practice on behalf of SPVS.  
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Keeping open is the ultimately desirable option but this does require a set of criteria 
to be met in terms of achieving social distancing. The aim is to reduce the risk of 
exposure to both staff and clients. Enhanced biosecurity is advisable to reassure 
clients. This may be combined with limted furloughing of staff as required or different 
shift patterns to extend the opening hours to spread out clients/ work.  
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There are a number of practical solutions to how best to remain open.  
These are not exhaustive suggestions but consideration of setting up fixed teams that 
rotate through different tasks rather than the traditional model.  
Practices that plan to close may have owners/ Directors that may wish to locum in 
and help a neighouring practice depending on relations/ geography.  
The system will only work depending on the strength and depth of the team.  
Ongoing discussions are being had as to whether furloughed staff can be 
unfurloughed in an emergency to keep the business operational through a disease 
outbreak. 
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Depending on location, relationship with neighbours, OOH provider there may be 
options to open for part of the day with limited staff . Relocate all/some activity to 
third party or central location ( multi-site practice) .  
Multiple combinations exist in terms of managing workloads ranging from free 
telephone support ( costly) or utilizing chargeable tele consults through a variety of 
media.  
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Nobody knows how long restrictions will remain in place. Based on experience in 
other countries this could be months rather than weeks.  
Delegation and spreading of responsibility is vital for success to minimize impact on 
MWB ( or at least spread the load)  
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These summarise some key links that could be of help to you.  
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